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ABSTRACT 

He have computed the nuclear pion field for the transition 
+ 12 

to the 15.11 MeV (1 , T - 1) state of C, evaluating the nuclear 

polarization with a large basis of nucléon- and isobar- hole 

excitations. The field shows an enhancement (or critical opalescence) 

in the momentum region beyond 1.5 ra„ which leads to a substantial 

increase of the second maximum of the Ml form factor. Agreement 
12 with experiment can be obtained if the C nucleus is much closer to 

the pion condensation threshold than currently expected. 

+ Also at CERN, Geneva, SWITZERLAND 
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We have recently suggested that the proximity of pion condensation, 

a phase transition generally accepted to occur at nuclear densities higher 

than the normal ones, should produce critical opalescence effects in ordi

nary nuclei . These manifest as an enhancement of the (quasi) static 

pion field near the critical momentum which reflects a short range ordering 

of the nucleonic spins precursor to the long range one. 

Thus although pion condensation is not realized in the usual condi

tions, there are critical phenomena which influence the propagation of 

static pions in the nuclear medium. As static pions exist only as virtual 

particles they have to be produced by some external source. The ideal choice 

is a weak or electromagnetic source which does not suffer from the distor

tion problems which could mask the critical phenomena. As weak probes do not 

yet cover the interesting momentum range, one has to resort to an electroma

gnetic one, i.e. the photon as obtained from (e, e') reactions exciting 

states of unnatural parity. However the variety of nuclei that could reveal 

critical opalescence is limited to the light ones for reasons to be explai

ned below. Strongly interacting probes which do not present this drawback 

have also been suggested as the (p, p') or (0 ,rt ) reactions ' . As the 

photon is nevertheless the cleanest source of static virtual pions we have 

investigated in this work the problem of (e, e') isovector magnetic scatte

ring (i.e. transitions which have the pion quantum numbers) with special 
12 

emphasis on the MI transition to the 15.11 MeV state of C. 

In the nucleus a photon converts into a pion via the polarization of 

the medium, the creation of nucléon- and A-holes (fig. 1 ; this is a particu

lar case of core polarization). The same transformation occurs for the weak 

axial current and there we showed that its inclusion amounts to the replace

ment of the spin-isospin transition density $r'2E' by the quantity 

£.(•*.) r w'iO - F(OL) / f V<i where rfx) is the axial polarization vector 

density for the investigated transition and f Che 7T-W coupling constant . 

The same replacement holds for the electromagnetic current. In a simple local 

approximation the vector F can be written : 

Critical effects were also proposed by Gyulassi and Greiner in the context 
of heavy ion» collisions. ' 

++ Isospin indices will be omitted and formulae will refer to the charged c.iso. 
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where tp'^' is the pion field for the transition and S[(x) t n e effective 

polarizability per unit volume. The first term represents a vertex renor-

malization governed bythe Lorentz-Lorenz parameter a/. More important 

for our purpose is the term in V(0 through which critical opalescence 

influences the spin density. However the magnetization current is propor

tional to Vx2_(x)so that, in an infinite homogeneous system where Si 

is a constant, 7 x |S< V(^) vanishes. Translated in momentum space, this 

result reflects the fact that, in infinite matter, the particle-hole pairs 

transmit the external momentum unchanged to the pion and then transversali-

ty prohibits any contribution to the magnetic transition. This is not true 

in a small system where a momentum transfer of the order of the inverse 

nuclear size is allowed. For that reason we have focused our attention on 

light nuclei and especially the Ml transi 

to extensive experimental investigation. 

12 
light nuclei and especially the Ml transition in C which has been subject 

It is known that calculations in the impulse approximation fail to 

reproduce the second maximum of the form factor by an order of magnitude 

(a recent study can be found in ref. 6). The inclusion of standard one pion 

exchange currents does not improve appreciably the situation since their 

contribution passes through zero at practically the position of that maxi

mum . Our consideration of the polarization term amounts first to enlarge 

the model space up to very high excitations whereas most calculations use 
12 

C wave functions restricted to the lp shell and second to incorporate the 

effects of the & excitation of the nucléon. These two aspects are treated 

non perturbatively in a cooperative way. Thus this method is not in principle 

reducible to a traditional nuclear physics treatment supplemented with meson 

exchange even in an extended basis. The other components of the pion 
exchange current, i. e. the pair term and the pionic current, have to be 

added separately. 

The polarizability 0< is in general a non-local quantity OC \X , XI 

i.e. in momentum space it is a function 0((q ,q'/of the incoming and outgoing 

momenta a and q' . As pointed out in ref. 5 it is actually a tensor in 

spin space with the multipole expansion*. 

<X (ci,<(•):-£ H'3<L,.<ci.<,')C(LiJyn-».f.)C(L-n<Mtf,
,,y))' ( 2 ) y ,

| (S-| (2) 

Its contraction with the momenta a and c\f gives the pion self-energy, the 

expression of which has been given by Toki and Weise in the harmonic oscilla-
3) tor basis , We have performed the calculation in the static case (i.e. zero 
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pion frequency) up to 25hu. particle excitations though saturation in the 

interesting momentum range is practically attained at 15ha- . The multi-

poles 0< contain at each vertex pion-baryon form factors V(Ù). (l+l/A*) ™£^ 

ArlZfoV . The (repulsive) short range interaction between the baryons 

modifies the polarizabilities o< , into effective ones * , which are 

solutions of the integral equations : 

where we have used a schematic interaction in the spin-isospin channel 

described by a momentum independent Landau-Migdal parameter ft' (remark 

however that eq. 3 implies a cut-off at high momenta since form factors 

are contained in the polarizabilities). A pure Lorentz-Lorenz effect would 

give (i-tyi t>ut larger values (ranging from 0.5 to 0.8) are currently ac-
9-12) . . . 

cepted . This equation implies a decrease of the pion self-energy and 
hence less pronounced critical effects. 

The pion field for a transition of multipolarity J can be obtained 

as the solution of the integral equation (in the static limit) : 

(c,Sm|t

1)4!,((11r-iJï(ccirC(nL,oc)(T
tL'3(n)-f<i' W - ^ E w ^ l W ^ V ) 

~a Ida ' 1' . ( I T c C m . C c K U i l ' C o l X 0 (qo-ltC'di' 
(4) 

The first term displays the Lorentz-Lorenz renormalization of the source 

multipoles ij" ' which are defined as : 

They have been computed with the^Cohen-Kurath 8-16 2 BME interaction and 

an oscillator parameter (-:1.65iviwhich reproduces well the elastic form fac

tor of C. ' The polarizabilities have been evaluated with the same 

size parameter and it is clear that they should involve nucléon excitations 

only outside the lp shell. Instead of solving eqs, 3 and 4, we have found 

more convenient to derive and solve the equivalent coupled equations which 

are obeyed by the multipoles n of the axial current ( <j,îl- 2-"1 ' : 
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The pion field is obtained through PCAC from the longitudinal component of 

the current whereas the spin part of the magnetic form factor is given by 

the transverse component up to a form factor ratio. 

Varying q! with all other parameters kept fixed we have looked at 

the evolution of the solutions. The strength of the pion field is shown on 

fig. 2. The decrease in the low momentum region is due to the Lorentz-

Lorenz renormalization. A more striking feature is the critical opalescence 

which is manifest in the large momentum range o>1.5«^ . The effects are par

ticularly spectacular close to criticality (which is attained at c^- .1 i*5 ) . 

Even in less favourable situations the enhancement remains appreciable (e.g. 

a factor 2 for ct't-6 ) . The persistence in light systems of the critical 

effects that we had first predicted for infinitely large nuclei was expected 

from several works showing that the pion condensation threshold is not very 

different in small and infinite systems. 

In the Ml form factor F T the critical phenomena appear somewhat 

differently (fig. 3), reflecting the different behaviour of transverse and 

longitudinal components; The second maximum is also enhanced but in addition 

it is sizeably shifted towards small Û values. Furthermore, at large c, 

the squared form factor decreases sharply below the one body value towards a 

second zero in contrast with the still large enhancement of the field : this 

behaviour arises from the vertex renormalization which at large momenta is 

the only surviving contribution to the transverse part of tlxl . The 

theoretical curves include also the effects of pair and pion currents that 

we have borrowed from the authors of ref. 7 and 19. Their role is not crucial 

and amounts essentially to cancel the Lorentz-Lorenz decrease in the region 

of the first maximum. As concerns experimental work, there exist a large 

amount of data concerning this transition. On fig. 3 we have plotted only 

the most recent ones according to the compilation of refs. 7 and 20. One sees 

that the data are rather well reproduced in the region q<.3<nA if we take 

0/ i .%}"S . In particular we get the right size and position of the second 

maximum together with the position of the minimum (at least as given by the 
21) 

recent Bates experiment ). At larger a instead there is no sign lor the 

(6) 
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existence of a second minimum. This discrepancy may indicate that an ingre
dient is still lacking in our model although it should perhaps not be taken 
too seriously as a rather small contribution can easily fill the gap. 

More intriguing is the fact that our favoured value of uj is 
definitively lower than the current ones. If we accept blindly the agreement 
obtained with experiment it would mean that one is very close to criticality. 
Indeed the corresponding pion field is enhanced by a factor 10 in the large 
momentum region. It is then clear that the critical phenomena would be essen
tial for reproducing the second maximum. The nuclear polarizability alone 
without the cooperative effects represented by the enhancement of the pion 
field would not produce a sufficient increase : using the unrenormalized field 
and maximizing the polarizability by taking u.'iO we find only 7 5 % enhance
ment of the one body FT at the second maximum (this procedure is equivalent 
to a classical first order core polarization calculation). Sensitivity of the 
critical opalescence to the size of the particle-hole basis has been explored. 
Limitation to 15 and 10 hw excitations would reduce the effects by 10 and 30 % 
respectively. We have also checked the importance of treating the isobars in a 
cooperative way with the nucléons. Suppression of the A contribution leads 
__ _ __ T by a factor 4 as compared to our best fit (again at the 
second maximum). 

We have selected the quantity <x' as the parameter to be varied but it 
is not the only one which governs the importance of critical phenomena. These 
depend first of all on the bare polarizability and in addition on the range of 
the pion-nucleon interaction. The multipoles 0( , have been calculated in 
the harmonic oscillator model. If their magnitude is underestimated the ex
periment would be accounted for with larger &' . This possibility cannot be 
excluded. As for the range of the rt-N interaction, we get agreement with a 
larger a' when it is decreased (e.g. Oj «.43 for A - 2 GeV). We can conclude 
that it changes moderately the results. Finally there remains the problem of 
the q dependence of the parameter a' . A priori the usual values which have 
been derived at low q do not necessarily apply in the opalescence region. 
Some decrease with the momentum is expected from microscopic calculations . 
As remarked above this effect is partly simulated by a decrease of the repul
sion at the rate of the squared rt-N form factor. We have tried a more rapid 
variation of ct' by imposing a momentum dependence governed by the mass of the 

P meson. A good fit to experiment is then obtained with the sensibly larger 
value <̂ ' * -475. This number is marginally consistent with current expecta
tions. One would need a more drastic dependence to get reconciled with Che 
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average value. We consider that the problem is open. 

To conclude this study we have proposed an interpretation of the 
12 observed anomaly in the Ml form factor of C. It lies in the strong 

nuclear axial polarizability which makes possible the conversion of the 
photon into a virtual pion and produces an opalescence phenomenon in the 
propagation of this pion. If the proposed interpretation is correct, it 
shows that nuclei are close to criticality, much closer than suspected. 
This is a surprising result. We are aware that one can question the vali
dity of our simple linear model so near the phase transition where the 
fluctuations of the pion field become huge (recall that our result means 
enhancement by a factor 10). We consider anyway that one has to entertain 
seriously the idea that critical effects are displayed in the large momen
tum behaviour of the Ml form factor, though it looks plausible that they 
could be less pronounced than in our simple description. We have still to 
explore possible extensions of our model like the conversion of a photon 
into a rho meson via the nuclear polarization which may help to fill the 
undesirable second maximum and enhance the form factor around the second 

m i n i m u m . One would need then less criticality to explain the data. We have 
also to exert some caution before concluding definitively in favour of 
opalescence effects. W e cannot exclude that the anomaly in C has 
another explanation in the traditional framework of nuclear physics, for 
instance by the deformation of this nucleus. After the present study had 
been completed, a new theoretical attempt has been published by 

23) Sagawa et al. based essentially on an evaluation of first order core 
polarization. The experimental data are not very well reproduced (in parti
cular the positions of the minimum and second maximum>especially with the 
new data of ref. 21) but a very interesting feature is the significant en
hancement over the one body form factor obtained at large transfers. This 
result is at variance with our estimate of first order effects and the ori
gin of the difference is not yet clear to us. A possible explanation might 
be the use of an effective interaction more attractive than our schematic 
one. It avoids in particular the occurrence of a second minimum but could 
cause problems with criticality. Clearing up this question might be the 
clue to a complete understanding of the data in the light of critical pheno
mena. We believe that these stand already as very good candidates to the 
final explanation. On the experimental side, precision measurements would be 
clearly helpful in the whole momentum range beyond the first maximum. 

This first investigation of critical opalescence in nuclei is thus 
very encouraging. Due to the importance of tne issue, namely the existence 
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of a short range order of the nucléon spins, it should be settled in a 
more definite fashion from additional cases ; a single piece of evidence 
is not enough to be fully conclusive. The following developments are pos
sible on the theoretical as well as on the experimental side. First, it 
would be interesting to explore the same transition with inelastic proton 
scattering.Such a study would serve as a test for the control of the dis
tortion effects. It will detect directly the opalescence of the pion field 
in contrast with (e, e') reactions which have sensitivity only through 
conversion of transverse photons into pions. The field might thus be open 

3) to the heavy nuclei . In addition we are presently investigating other 
spin flip transitions in light systems and also the possibility of detec
ting the short range order with another spin sensitive electromagnetic 
probe, the photopion reactions. Critical opalescence is not a property of 

12 . . 
one particular nucleus. If the anomaly in C indeed has its origin in cri
tical phenomena we expect similar effects to occur in spin flip transitions 
in other nuclei and to be detectable in a variety of ways. 

We express our thanks to Drs J.Dubach and W.Haxton for the:kind com
munication of their detailed results on exchange currents. We are very 
grateful to Dr P. Guichon who computed for us the one body and pair current 
form factors with his Ip shell code. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 The two contributions to the polarization (eq. 1). The square 
box represents the effective polarizability. 

Fig. 2 The stength of the pion field for the transition to the 1 
12 (15.11 MeV) state in C. The curve labelled C. K. corresponds 

to the one body calculation with Cohen-Kurath wave functions. 

Fig. 3 The squared magnetic form factor (curves are labelled as in 
fig. 2). 
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